[Cost of illness in Alzheimer's disease].
The aim of this analysis was to generate cost data of provider services, drug acquisition, hospitalization, nursing care services, and adjuvants for patients with Alzheimer's disease, as well as to describe the distribution and development of care levels. The analysis is based on anonymized data of patients with Alzheimer's disease who were insured by a large German statutory health insurance (Barmer Krankenkasse [BARMER]) in 2005 (n = 48,322). The study population was classified into three treatment groups: patients, who received memantine and no other antidementives, psychotropic drugs or hypnotics/sedatives (memantine group); patients who neither received memantine nor other antidementives, but psychotropic drugs and hypnotics/ sedatives (PHS group); and patients who received no antidementives or symptomatic therapy at all ("no dementia-specific AM"). Costs were fully assessed for patients in each treatment group and correlated with the care level. In the memantine group, fewer patients needed care than in the other two groups. Total costs per patient averaged 7,028 Euros in the memantine group, 13,549 Euros in the PHS group, and 8,817 Euros in the group with no specific medication. Higher costs in the PHS group and in the group without drug treatment were mainly caused by a considerably higher rate of patients in need of care, of which nursing care made up the highest proportion. Fewer costs for medical treatment could not compensate the additional expenditures for nursing care. Patients in the PHS group had the highest average costs in all cost categories except for specific drug cost. The results demonstrate that non-antidementive therapy for Alzheimer's disease causes higher costs especially in nursing care. The memantine group proved superior even though it had the highest costs in the specific drug category.